Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is a member of the neurotrophin family of growth factors, which also includes nerve growth factor and neurotrophins 3 and 4. BDNF as well as these other neurotrophins, plays an important role in neuronal growth and differentiation during development, and also contributes to the survival, function, and plasticity of neurons in the adult brain (Lewin and Barde 1996) . Thus, through a variety of mechanisms in different brain regions, BDNF has been implicated in emergent phenomena such as learning and memory (Patterson et al. 1996; Mu et al. 1999) and even contributes to the modulation of overt behaviors such as aggression (Lyons et al. 1999) . The ability of BDNF to influence these processes is related, in part, to the activity dependent regulation of BDNF expression in adult brain (Lewin and Barde 1996) .
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is a member of the neurotrophin family of growth factors, which also includes nerve growth factor and neurotrophins 3 and 4. BDNF as well as these other neurotrophins, plays an important role in neuronal growth and differentiation during development, and also contributes to the survival, function, and plasticity of neurons in the adult brain (Lewin and Barde 1996) . Thus, through a variety of mechanisms in different brain regions, BDNF has been implicated in emergent phenomena such as learning and memory (Patterson et al. 1996; Mu et al. 1999) and even contributes to the modulation of overt behaviors such as aggression (Lyons et al. 1999) . The ability of BDNF to influence these processes is related, in part, to the activity dependent regulation of BDNF expression in adult brain (Lewin and Barde 1996) .
BDNF is also thought to play a role in the cellular and behavioral responses to stress (Duman et al. , 2000 . Exposure to physical stress, such as immobilization, downregulates BDNF expression in the hippocampus (Smith et al. 1995 , Vaidya et al. 1997 . Decreased expression of BDNF is hypothesized to play a role in the atrophy of hippocampal neurons in experimental animals in response to stress (Duman et al. , 2000 . Moreover, downregulation of BDNF could contribute to the hippocampal pathology observed in psychiatric disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression (Bremner et al. 2000; Mervaala et al. 2000; Vakili et al. 2000) . This possibility is supported by the observation that these disorders are sensitive to stressful experiences (Breslau et al. 1995; Kendler et al. 2000) . Based on these observations and findings, we became interested in determining whether psychological stress has a measurable impact on hippocampal BDNF expression similar to the effects of physical stressors that have been reported.
We therefore tested the effects of psychological stress produced by exposures to cues previously paired with footshock on BDNF mRNA levels in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. We hypothesized that re-exposure to cues associated with footshock stress, as well as footshock itself, would decrease BDNF mRNA in the dentate gyrus. The results demonstrate that this type of psychological stress produces a heightened sensitivity to previously neutral cues that results in downregulation of BDNF, and suggest that psychological stress, such as that experienced in association with PTSD and depression, as well as other disorders, could result in decreased neurotrophic support of the hippocampus.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were kept in a 12:12 h light-dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 A . M .) for 7-10 days before each experiment. The animals were housed two or three per cage and fed ad libitum. Experiments were conducted between 9:00 A . M . and 6:00 P . M . To control for possible effects of diurnal variation on hippocampal BDNF mRNA levels (Berchtold et al. 1999; Schaaf et al. 2000) , animals from each experimental condition were treated and sacrificed in an alternating order. To control for possible effects of isolation stress on hippocampal BDNF mRNA levels, animals from each experimental condition were alternately taken first from the home cage. The rats weighed between 300 and 400 grams at the time of sacrifice. Animal care and experimental procedures were conducted in strict accordance with the Yale University Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
Conditioning and Testing Apparatus
Animals were placed in a standard conditioning chamber housed within a sound attenuation chamber during initial fear conditioning and subsequent re-exposure to cues previously paired with footshock. Remote behavioral monitoring was achieved by use of an infrared television camera (Sanyo Electronics, Japan) and infrared illuminator positioned over the test cage and connected to a video recording system. Tone-footshock pairings or tones alone were triggered using AcqKnowledge III for the MP100WS hardware and software (BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA).
Behavioral Assessments
Animal behaviors were coded from video recordings of sessions in which animals were re-exposed to the conditioning chamber using AcqKnowledge III for the MP100WS hardware and software (BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). Freezing and locomotion were evaluated and scored as previously described (Goldstein et al. 1996) . Freezing was coded when there was an absence of visible movement, including movement of vibrissae, except that related to respiration. Crossings were counted each time the base of an animal's tail crossed a gridline on a video monitoring screen divided into nine squares.
Experimental Design
The experimental paradigms are illustrated in Figure 1 . In experiment 1 (Figure 1 , top), we tested for the effects of unconditioned footshock stress on dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels . Animals were exposed over 60 min to twenty 5-s Ͻ 70 dB tones, co-terminating with a 0.5-s 0.4-mA footshock (Goldstein et al. 1996) . The tone-footshock pairings were provided randomly within each 3-min interval of the 60-min conditioning session. The animals were sacrificed by decapitation at the end of the conditioning session. Their brains were immediately removed and frozen on dry ice prior to storage at Ϫ 70 Њ . The control group was sacrificed upon removal from the home cage without exposure to the conditioning chamber or tone-footshock pairings.
In experiment 2 (Figure 1 , middle), we tested for the effects of re-exposure to the context and tones previously paired with 0.4 mA footshock on dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels. (1) A group of rats was exposed to the conditioning procedure described above, returned to the home cage for two days, and re-exposed to the conditioning chamber and twenty 5-s tones over a 60-min period prior to sacrifice; (2) a control group was exposed to the conditioning procedure, returned to the home cage for two days, and then sacrificed; and (3) a second control group was exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones alone for the first session, returned to the home cage for two days, and then re-exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones alone for 60 min prior to sacrifice.
In a third set of experiments (Figure 1 , bottom), we tested for the effects of re-exposure to the context and tones previously paired with 0.6 mA footshock on dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels. In the first experiment of this series, a group of rats was exposed to the conditioning procedure described above, except that footshock was provided at 0.6 mA. The rats were then returned to their home cages for two days before being re-exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones for 60 min prior to sacrifice. The control group was exposed to the same conditioning procedure and returned to the home cage for two days before sacrifice.
In the second experiment in this series, the above experiment was repeated with a second control group added. Rats were exposed to the conditioning procedure with footshock at 0.6 mA and then were re-exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones over a 60 min session two days later. This group was compared with either (1) a control group exposed to the same conditioning procedure and returned to the home cage for two days before sacrifice; or (2) a control group exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones alone for the first session, returned to the home cage for two days, and re-exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones for 60 min before sacrifice.
In the third experiment of this series, three control groups were directly compared: (1) one group of rats was sacrificed upon removal from the home cage without exposure to the conditioning chamber or tone-foot- shock pairings; (2) a second group of rats was exposed to the conditioning chamber and tone alone for the first session and returned to the home cage for two days before sacrifice; and (3) a third group of rats was exposed to tone and footshock at 0.6 mA in the conditioning chamber for the first session and returned to the home cage for two days before sacrifice.
BDNF mRNA Measurements
Immediately after sacrifice, animal brains were sectioned and frozen on dry ice before storage in a Ϫ 70 Њ freezer. In situ hybridization and quantification of BDNF mRNA were performed as previously described (Vaidya et al. 1997 ).
Statistical Analyses
Due to significant variation in the intensity of staining among slides, a brain slice from each treatment condition was placed on each slide and the data were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with treatment condition and slide number as independent factors. (The one exception to this procedure was the first experiment investigating the effects of re-exposure to cures previously associated with 0.6 mA. In that case, slices from each condition were not placed together on slides; therefore, the data was analyzed using a 1-way ANOVA with condition as the only independent factor.) Student-NewmanKeuls post hoc tests were used, as appropriate, when the ANOVA indicated a significant difference in BDNF mRNA among experimental groups. Due to human error associated with the recording of animal behaviors, behavioral data was available consistently only for the first 30 min of each testing session. Therefore animal behaviors, including freezing and crossings, were analyzed for the first 30 min of each testing session using ANOVA. Significance was set at p Ͻ 0.05.
RESULTS
Behavioral Effects of Re-exposure to the Context and Tones Previously Paired with Footshock
As indicated in Table 1 , rats re-exposed to the conditioning apparatus and tones previously paired with either 0.4 or 0.6 mA footshock showed significantly greater freezing and less locomotion during the first 30 min of re-exposure to the chamber compared with animals exposed to the chamber and tones alone during both the first and second sessions.
Effects of Unconditioned Footshock Stress (US) on Dentate Gyrus BDNF mRNA Levels
Analysis of the data revealed that exposure to the conditioning apparatus and 20 tone-footshock pairings over 60 min decreased dentate gyrus BDNF by 21.5%: F 1,4 ϭ 10.67, p Ͻ .04. See Figure 2 .
Effects of Re-exposure to the Context and Tones Previously Paired with 0.4 mA Footshock
There was an effect of treatment on dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels: F 2,8 ϭ 4.82, p Ͻ .05, and Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc testing revealed a significant 12.0% decrease in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA in the group exposed to footshock and re-exposed to the context and tones previously paired with footshock compared with the group exposed to footshock and returned home for two days before sacrifice ( p Ͻ .05). The 9.5% decrease in BDNF mRNA levels in the group re-exposed to the cues previously paired with footshock compared with the group exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones alone during the first and second sessions was not significant ( p ϭ .14). See Figure 3 .
Effects of Re-exposure to the Context and Tones Previously Paired with 0.6 mA Footshock
In the first experiment, animals re-exposed to the conditioning apparatus and tones over 60 min had a 17.2% decrease in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA compared with animals not re-exposed to footshock-related cues: F 1,12 ϭ 16.22, p Ͻ .002 (not illustrated).
Analysis of data from the second experiment revealed a significant 20.8% decrease in dentate gyrus BDNF in the group re-exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones previously paired with 0.6mA footshock compared with the group that was conditioned but not re-exposed to the chamber and tones: F 1,4 ϭ 7.90, p Ͻ .05 (Figure 4 , top). There was a significant 12.5% decrease in dentate gyrus BDNF in the group re-exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones previously paired with 0.6 mA FS compared with the control group in which animals were exposed to the chamber and tones alone during both the first and second sessions: F 1,5 ϭ 6.78, p Ͻ .05 (Figure 4, middle) .
In the third experiment, there was no difference in dentate gyrus BDNF levels among the three control groups examined: F 2,12 ϭ 0.05, p ϭ .95 (Figure 4, bottom) .
DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrates that exposure to unconditioned footshock stress, as well as re-exposure to cues previously paired with footshock, decreases BDNF mRNA in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus of male rats (Figures 1 and 2 ). It should be appreciated, however, that the current study does not demonstrate "conditioning" of dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA decreases, per se. Animals exposed to extreme stress may simply become more sensitive to provocations of any sort, including novelty (Aguilera 1998) . Thus further controlled experiments must be done to establish whether the observed decreases in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA in response to psychological stress result from, and only from, a learned association between the experience of footshock and formerly neutral sensory cues.
The stress-induced decreases in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA in this study were less than those seen in studies where animals were exposed to 2 h of immobilization stress (Smith et al. 1995 , Vaidya et al. 1997 . This suggests that the intensity, duration, and/or type of stress exposure may influence the degree to which dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA decreases. For instance, the magnitude or duration of stress-associated increases in hippocampal corticosterone exposure (Smith et al. 1995) , activation of serotonergic 5-HT 2A receptors (Vaidya et al. 1997 (Vaidya et al. , 1999 Zetterstrom et al. 1999) , or enhancement of GABAergic transmission (Berninger et al. 1995) may influence the magnitude of dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA decreases.
From the current study, it is also apparent that decreases in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels after 60 min of exposure to footshock stress are transient since BDNF mRNA levels were restored to normal within 48 h. This may be consistent with work by Kuroda and McEwen (1998) showing dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels 21 h after 21 consecutive days of 6 h restraint stress sessions to be no different from unstressed controls. Thus the precise length of time over which BDNF mRNA levels remain decreased after acute physical or psychological stress (Smith et al. 1995 , Vaidya et al. 1997 , the current study) or after chronic episodic stress (Kuroda and McEwen 1998) needs to be more closely examined. In addition, it will be important to know whether repeated exposure to a single or to varied unconditioned or psychological stressors results in repeated transient decreases in hippocampal BDNF mRNA or whether these effects are subject to habituation or extinction. Finally, it must be determined whether the decreases in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels observed in the current study are associated with decreases in the expression of BDNF protein. If so, it is conceivable that even episodic withdrawal of neurotrophin support could result in a remodeling of hippocampal structure that is sustained.
Consistent with previous studies using similar fearconditioning procedures (Goldstein et al. 1996; Morrow et al. 1999 ), rats exposed to cues previously associated with 0.4 mA or 0.6 mA footshock engaged in freezing behaviors for most of the 60-min tone and context re-exposure session. It seems unlikely, however, that decreases in physical activity account for the observed decreases in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA in rats exposed to unconditioned footshock stress or cues previously paired with footshock. Work by others shows that dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels increase after two days (Neeper et al. 1996 ), but not 6 h of wheel running (Oliff et al. 1998 ). In the current work, rats exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones alone during the first session showed only mild degrees of locomotion when re-exposed to the conditioning chamber. In addition, analysis of crossing behaviors over time revealed a progressive and signifi- * p Ͻ .05, ** p Ͻ .01, *** p Ͻ .001, **** p Ͻ .0001 indicate significant differences in freezing or crossing between groups previously exposed to tone/footshock pairing and tone alone in the conditioning chamber. Behaviors were not recorded due to human error for one rat in the tone-0.4mA footshock pre-exposed group and for two rats in the group exposed to tone alone in the first session and compared to rats in the 0.6mA tone-footshock pre-exposed group.
Figure 2. Effects of unconditioned 0.4 mA footshock stress on hippocampal dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA. Rats were exposed to twenty 5-s Ͻ70 dB tones, co-terminating with a 0.5-s 0.4-mA footshock provided randomly within each 3-min interval of a 60-min conditioning session. The control group was sacrificed upon removal from the home cage. cant decline in crossings to a stable low level by 30 min into the 60-min re-exposure period (data not shown). On the other hand, Oliff et al. (1998) also showed that 6 h of wheel running selectively increased some of the specific transcripts of the BDNF gene, even though the level of full-length BDNF mRNA encoding the mature BDNF protein was not increased. Thus, it would be interesting to see whether levels of specific transcripts of the BDNF gene are differentially changed by unconditioned or conditioned stress exposure.
As noted previously, BDNF is a member of the neurotrophin family of peptides and has been shown to support neuronal growth, differentiation, and survival in the developing and adult hippocampus (Lewin and Barde 1996) . In addition, reduction in the expression of endogenous BDNF has been shown to potentiate seizures induced by hippocampal kindling (Reibel et al. 2000) . The current work thus raises the possibility that reductions in hippocampal BDNF mRNA induced by uncondititioned stress or by re-exposure to cues previously paired with stress may be involved in the pathophysiology of hippocampus-dependent memory disturbances or decreases in hippocampal volume observed in stress-sensitive psychiatric disorders such as PTSD (Bremner et al. 1995; Stein et al. 1997; Gurvits et al. 1996; Bremner et al. 1997 ) and depression (Mervaala et al. 2000; Vakili et al. 2000) . This also raises the possibility that unconditioned or psychological stress may facilitate the progression of dementing disorders such as Alzheimer's disease in which decreases in hippocampal BDNF levels (Hock et al. 2000) and hippocampal volume (Laakso et al. 2000) have been found. Alternatively, it is possible that stressinduced decreases in hippocampal BDNF levels may underly disturbances in memory and cognition common to several disorders that may otherwise vary in their etiology and symptom profiles (Wolfe and Schlesinger 1997; Yousef et al. 1998 ).
Also of possible pertinence to such clinical neuropsychiatric disorders, BDNF has been shown to be essential to long-term potentiation (LTP), a cellular process proposed to underly learning and memory (Patterson et al. 1996) . Consistent with a role for BDNF in learning, rats pre-treated with anti-BDNF antibodies show impairments in spatial learning and memory (Mu et al. 1999) . Conversely, animals that learn the location of a platform in a water maze show increased hippocampal BDNF mRNA levels compared with activity-yoked controls (Kesslak et al. 1998) .
Recent work also has assigned a more explicit role for the dorsal hippocampus, which includes the dentate gyrus, in mediating behaviors associated with spatial learning, fear conditioning, and appetitive instrumental conditioning. For instance, selective colchicine lesions of the dentate gyrus produce deficits in tasks requiring spatial working and reference memory (Xavier et al. 1999) . Electrolytic lesions of the dorsal hippocampus induce anterograde deficits in contextual fear conditioning (Maren and Fanselow 1997) . Transient pharmacologic inactivation of the dorsal hippocampus by muscimol infusion interferes with the contextual specificity of latent inhibition (Holt and Maren 1999) . And finally, animals with electrolytic lesions of the dorsal hippocampus seem to be unable to modify their behavior when inaction becomes equally as likely as a previously learned instrumental action to result in food delivery (Corbit and Balleine 2000) . The authors (Corbit and Balleine 2000) suggest that animals with dorsal hippocampus lesions are unable to calculate competing rates of reinforcement based on context-outcome associations and thus continue to attribute the desired outcome to a specific action.
Thus, we believe it is interesting, as well as reasonable, to speculate about the impact of stress-induced decreases in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA on learning under conditions of stress. For example, a decrease in the Figure 3 . Effects of re-exposure to cues previously paired with 0.4 mA footshock stress on hippocampal dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA. Stressed rats were re-exposed for 60 min to the conditioning chamber and tones previously paired with intermittent 0.4-mA footshock. The first control group was sacrificed upon removal from the home cage two days after exposure to intermittent 0.4-mA footshock. The second control group was exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones without footshock for both sessions.
* p Ͻ .05 compared with the first control group (ANOVA).
capacity for dentate gyrus BDNF expression during stress may result in a reduction in the capacity of the hippocampus to encode adventitious contextual stimuli that would otherwise compete with phasic stimuli associated more closely and consistently with an unconditioned stressor. A stress-induced reduction in hippocampal BDNF also may limit the extent to which previously learned associations can be linked with or "brought to bear" on new threatening experiences. These possibilities are supported by the observation that recent exposure to stress facilitates classical conditioning in male rats (Shors et al. 1992) ; indeed, this stress-related facilitation "overrides" the suppressive effect on classical conditioning of previous inhibitory conditioning, an effect that normally relies Figure 4 . Effects of re-exposure to cues previously paired with 0.6 mA footshock stress on hippocampal dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA. Top: Stressed rats were re-exposed for 60 min to the conditioning chamber and tones previously paired with intermittent 0.6-mA footshock. The control group was sacrificed upon removal from the home cage two days after exposure to intermittent 0.6mA footshock. Middle: Stressed rats were re-exposed for 60 min to the conditioning chamber and tones previously paired with intermittent 0.6 mA footshock. The control group was exposed to the conditioning chamber and tones without footshock during both sessions. Bottom: Comparison of the effects of three control conditions on dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA. The first group was sacrificed after removal from the home cage. The second group was exposed to the conditioning chamber and tone alone for the first session and returned to the home cage for two days before sacrifice. The third group was sacrificed upon removal from the home cage two days after exposure to 20 tone and 0.6mA footshock pairings over 60 min. There were no differences in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA levels among these groups. * p Ͻ .05 compared with control group (ANOVA).
on the hippocampus (Beylin and Shors1998) . In addition, the facilitation of classical conditioning by recent stress in male rats has been found to be unaltered by hippocampus lesions, a phenomenon that could be explained if hippocampal influence is normally compromised under such circumstances. And finally, the facilitation of classical conditioning by recent stress can be re-instated by re-exposing the rat to the previously stressful context alone (Shors and Servatius 1997) , a situation in which the current study would predict that dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA would be decreased. Thus, we propose that stress-induced decreases in dentate gyrus BDNF mRNA may shift the type of learning that prevails under stress in a manner that may be expected to enhance immediate survival. However, such a phenomenon also may be relevant to human psychopathology as suggested by studies of patients with PTSD. In PTSD, facilitation of classical conditioning (Grillon and Morgan 1999; Orr et al. 2000) and deficits in hippocampal volume and hippocampus-dependent tasks such as declarative memory (Bremner et al. 1995; Stein et al. 1997; Gurvits et al. 1996; Bremner et al. 1997) appear to co-occur, at least in males.
The current work also suggests a potential mechanism by which re-exposure to trauma-related cues might disrupt the formation of more complex associations, such as those required by extinction, and thus undermine the efficacy of exposure therapy in some individuals with PTSD (Jaycox et al. 1998) . It is also intriguing to consider the possibility that acute stress-induced decreases in hippocampal BDNF mRNA may prevent the initial encoding of contextual material associated with a traumatic experience. This could underlie the partial or total amnesia (i.e. failure of conscious recall) for the experience manifested by some individuals that develop PTSD or dissociative identity disorders after trauma (Ellason et al. 1996; Lewis et al. 1997 ). This also may explain why some individuals with PTSD fail to exhibit conditioned avoidance or strategic planning when confronted with situations or contexts that should be regarded as potentially dangerous, deleterious, or on balance, non-rewarding.
As has been previously suggested, rectification of hippocampal BDNF levels may be one process by which the chronic administration of antidepressants could exert their therapeutic effects in disorders such as depression and PTSD (Duman et al. , 2000 Hidalgo and Davidson 2000; Chen et al. 2001 ). Whether or not antidepressants or other agents that increase hippocampal BDNF could protect against the development of PTSD or depression, enhance the efficacy of cognitive therapies for these disorders, or even forestall the progression of Alzheimer's disease or other dementing disorders has yet to be established. In the meantime, further work must be done to clarify the role of stress-associated reductions in hippocampal BDNF mRNA, as well as BDNF, in learning and memory. In addition, given recently described sex differences in the effects of stress on learning (Shors 1998) , as well as sex-related differences in the incidence and prevalence of mood and anxiety disorders such as PTSD (Breslau et al. 1997 ) and major depression (Kendler et al. 2001) , future investigations into possible sex differences in the molecular biology of hippocampal BDNF expression need to be undertaken. And finally, it may be fruitful to further investigate a role for functional BDNF gene polymorphisms on learning and memory (Egan et al. 2001) , as well as on the risk for development of neuropsychiatric disorders associated with hippocampal pathology or dysfunction.
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